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Analytic Report
Research Report
Tradecraft Report

Analyst evaluates analytic process
Researcher evaluates research process
Developer evaluates production process

Standard 1.Q1
Please copy and paste the summary statement you provided, outlining the quality, credibility, and validity of your sources.

Standard 5.Q1
How does your "LAS project" demonstrate customer relevance?
Write a brief statement describing the information or insights from your study that could be used in by others in application.

Standard 6.Q1
Please explain how your judgements "conform to" or "deviate from" previously reported material.

DART
AIS
How well are we doing?
How well are we contributing to others?

2016 Analytic Integrity Standards (AIS)
Self reports (22 Projects): Which analytic standards are addressed by your project?

Examples:
"The research aims to better understand how geographically distributed workforce should work together in order to better understand problems, information, and analysis."

"By understanding the role of potential decision biases during risky, high workload contexts, it is our goal to inform analysts of factors that might undermine their efforts to make accurate judgments."

"[Creating] consistent alternative futures whose trajectories can be traced and analyzed. It would also identify the assumptions and data that lead to those possible futures."